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AUTHOR BOB WALDNER’S FIRST NOVEL “PERIPHERAL INVOLVEMENT” NOW 

AVAILABLE ON AMAZON 
 

Kindle and Paperback Editions for Purchase 
 
New York, NY – February 20, 2014 – First-time author Bob Waldner made his debut on 
Amazon this month with fictional thriller Peripheral Involvement. The novel, which is 
available in both paperback ($9.89) and Kindle ($4.99) editions, reveals a suspenseful 
tale of one man’s shocking discoveries about the tragedies, conspiracies and 
controversies that come along with a prosperous career.  
 
Peripheral Involvement is a fictional tale about successful corporate lawyer Jack 
Caufield, who believes his career has made him nothing but an insignificant cog in the 
Wall Street machine. However, the protagonist’s life is turned upside down when he’s 
confronted with the possibility that the global investment bank that he represents may be 
involved in a fatal tragedy from his past. Jack finds that his search for the complicated 
truth may cost him the great success that he has spent much of his life striving to 
achieve.  
 
“I am very excited to share my first novel with the world. Amazon is a great way for 
readers to access my book,” says Waldner. The author has also created a website that 
even further allows his fan base to better familiarize themselves with him and his work.  
 
Waldner, a New Jersey native, attended both Duke University and the University of 
Michigan Law School before practicing law in New York. He currently resides in New 
York with his wife, Erinn, and his daughters Maureen and Madeleine. The author looks 
forward to continuing his writing career and plans to publish another novel in the near 
future. 
 
For more information on Bob Waldner and “Peripheral Involvement” please visit: 
http://www.bobwaldnerbooks.com/ and 
http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/20804139-peripheral-involvement 
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